Mapping reversible photoswitching of molecular resistance fluctuations during the conformational transformation of azobenzene-terminated molecular switches.
We report a direct mapping and analysis of electrical noise in azobenzene-terminated molecular monolayers, revealing reversible photoswitching of the molecular resistance fluctuations in the layers. In this work, a conducting atomic force microscope combined with a homemade spectrum analyzer was used to image electrical current and noise at patterned self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of azobenzene-terminated molecular wires on a gold substrate. We analyzed the current and noise imaging data to obtain maps of molecular resistances and amount of mean-square fluctuations in the resistances of the regions of trans-azobenzene and a cis/trans-azobenzene mixture. We revealed that the fluctuations in the molecular resistances in the SAMs were enhanced after the trans-to-cis isomerization, while the resistances were reduced. This result could be attributed to enhanced disorders in the molecular arrangements in the cis-SAMs. Furthermore, we observed that the changes in the resistance fluctuations were reversible with respect to repeated trans-to-cis and cis-to-trans isomerizations, indicating that the effects originated from reversible photoswitching of the molecular structures rather than irreversible damages of the molecules. These findings provide valuable insights into the electrical fluctuations in photoswitchable molecules, which could be utilized in further studies on molecular switches and molecular electronics in general.